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The deep population history of East Asia remains poorly understood due to a lack of
ancient DNA data and sparse sampling of present-day people1,2. We report
genome-wide data from 166 East Asians dating to 6000 BCE – 1000 CE and 46
present-day groups. Hunter-gatherers from Japan, the Amur River Basin, and people of
Neolithic and Iron Age Taiwan and the Tibetan plateau are linked by a deeply-splitting
lineage likely reflecting a Late Pleistocene coastal migration. We follow Holocene
expansions from four regions. First, hunter-gatherers of Mongolia and the Amur River
Basin have ancestry shared by Mongolic and Tungusic language speakers but do not
carry West Liao River farmer ancestry contradicting theories that their expansion
spread these proto-languages. Second, Yellow River Basin farmers at ~3000 BCE likely
spread Sino-Tibetan languages as their ancestry dispersed both to Tibet where it forms
up ~84% to some groups and to the Central Plain where it contributed ~59-84% to Han
Chinese. Third, people from Taiwan ~1300 BCE to 800 CE derived ~75% ancestry from a
lineage also common in modern Austronesian, Tai-Kadai and Austroasiatic speakers
likely deriving from Yangtze River Valley farmers; ancient Taiwan people also derived
~25% ancestry from a northern lineage related to but different from Yellow River
farmers implying an additional north-to-south expansion. Fourth, Yamnaya Steppe
pastoralist ancestry arrived in western Mongolia after ~3000 BCE but was displaced by
previously established lineages even while it persisted in western China as expected if it
spread the ancestor of Tocharian Indo-European languages. Two later gene flows
affected western Mongolia: after ~2000 BCE migrants with Yamnaya and European
farmer ancestry, and episodic impacts of later groups with ancestry from Turan.

East Asia was one of the earliest centres of animal and plant domestication, and harbours an extraordinary diversity of language families including Sino-Tibetan, Tai-Kadai, Austronesian, Austroasiatic, Hmong-Mien,
Indo-European, Mongolic, Turkic, Tungusic, Koreanic, Japonic, Yukaghiric,
and Chukotko-Kamchatkan1. Current understanding of human population

history in the region remains poor due to minimal sampling of genetic
diversity of present-day people on the Tibetan Plateau and southern
China2, and a paucity of ancient DNA data compared to West Eurasia3–6.
We collected DNA from 383 people from 46 populations from China
(n=337) and Nepal (n=46) who provided informed consent for broad
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studies of population history; we carried out community consultation
with minority group leaders as an integral part of the consent process (see Ethics Statement). We genotyped DNA using the Affymetrix
Human Origins array at about 600,000 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (Extended Data Table 1 and Supplementary Information
section 1).
For ancient individuals, we obtained permission for analysis from
sample custodians, following protocols to minimize damage to skeletal
material and including members of local minority groups as part of our
study team when there was a plausible cultural connection between
modern communities and ancient individuals (Ethics Statement). We
prepared powder from bones and teeth, extracted DNA, and prepared
double or single-stranded libraries for sequencing on Illumina instruments (Methods). For most samples we enriched the DNA for a set of
about 1.2 million SNPs3,7; for the Chinese samples we used exome enrichment (Supplementary Information section 1) (Methods, Online Table 1).
We sequenced the DNA, and processed the data using one of two nearly
identical bioinformatic procedures (Methods, Online Table 2) that we
found gave indistinguishable results from the perspective of analyses
of population history (Online Table 3). We considered samples to fail
screening if they had fewer than 5000 of the targeted SNPs covered at
least once; if they had a too-low rate of cytosine to thymine substitution
in the terminal nucleotide; or if they had evidence of major contamination based on polymorphism in mitochondrial DNA sequences8 or the
X chromosome in males9 or a ratio of Y to X chromosome unexpected
for a male or female (Online Table 1, Online Table 2). We newly report
data from 166 individuals (Figure 1, Online Table 1): from Mongolia
82 between ~5700 BCE to ~1400 CE, from China 11 at a ~3000 BCE site
in the Yellow River Basin, from Japan 7 Jomon hunter-gatherers dating to ~2500-800 BCE, from the Russian Far East 18 individuals at the
Boisman-2 cemetery at ~5400-3600 BCE as well as an individual at
~900 BCE and another at ~1100 CE, and from two sites in Taiwan 46 individuals spanning ~1300 BCE - 800 CE (Online Table 1). For analysis we
focused on 130 individuals after excluding 16 with evidence of low but
non-zero contamination, 10 with 5000-15000 SNPs covered, and 11 that
are close relatives of another higher coverage individual in the dataset
(Extended Data Table 2). We merged with published data: 1079 ancient
individuals reported in 30 publications (Online Table 4A), and 3265
present-day individuals reported in 16 publications (Online Table 4B).
We grouped individuals by geography, time (aided by 108 newly
reported direct dates; Online Table 5), archaeological context, and
finally genetic cluster (Online Table 1).
We carried out Principal Component Analysis (PCA)10, projecting
ancient individuals onto axes computed using present-day people.
Population structure is correlated with geography (R2=0.261; P<0.0001)
and language (R2= 0.087; P<0.0001) (Online Table 6), with exceptions.
Groups in Northwest China, Nepal, and Siberia deviate toward West
Eurasians (Supplementary Information section 2), reflecting admixture
averaging 5 to 70 generations ago11 (Online Table 7 and Online Table 8).
Differentiation was much higher in East Asians living in the early Holocene (FST=0.067) compared to today (FST=0.013) (Online Table 9),
reflecting mixture between deep East Asian lineages. Today, East
Asians with minimal West Eurasian-related ancestry grade between
three poles. The “Amur Basin Cluster” correlates with ancient and
present-day people in the Amur River Basin, and linguistically with
Tungusic speakers and the Nivkh. The “Tibetan Plateau Cluster” is most
strongly represented in ancient people from Nepal15 and Indigenous
Tibetans. The “Southeast Asian Cluster” is maximized in ancient Taiwan
and in East Asians speaking Tai-Kadai, Austroasiatic, and Austronesian
languages (Extended Data Fig. 1, Extended Data Fig. 2, Extended Data
Fig. 3). Automated clustering12 provides similar results (Extended Data
Fig. 4, Supplementary Information section 2).
We organize our findings around themes. First we considered deep
time: what are the early-branching lineages contributing to East Asians?
Second to fourth, we shed light on how population structure came to

be how it is today by testing three hypotheses about language expansions and their possible connection to farming spreads. Finally, we
document how West and East Eurasians mixed along their geographic
contact zone.
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A Late Pleistocene Coastal Expansion

Only two pre-Ice Age genomes are available from East Asia: the
~40,000-year-old individual from Tianyuan Cave in northern China13
and the ~35,000-year-old Salkhit individual from Mongolia14. Nevertheless, important insights can be gleaned from analysis of post-Ice
Age genomes. One question concerns the extent to which the modern
human peopling of East Asia occurred via a coastal or interior route.
Suggestive genetic evidence for a coastal route comes from Y chromosome data as Tibetans have a high frequency (~50%) of the deeply
branching haplogroup D-M174, which is shared with modern Japanese
(and ancient Jomon hunter-gatherers of Japan) along with Indigenous
Andaman islanders of the Bay of Bengal15.
We used qpGraph16 to explore scenarios of population splits and
gene flow consistent with the data and thus to identify a parsimonious
working model for the deep history of key lineages contributing to
ancestry extremes in our PCA (Supplementary Information section 3)
(Extended Data Fig. 5). Our fit (Figure 2, Extended Data Fig. 6), suggests
that much of East Asian ancestry can be derived from mixtures in different proportions of two ancient populations: one from the same
lineage as the ~40,000-year-old Tianyuan10,13 and the other from the
same lineage as Indigenous Andaman Islanders (Onge).
We infer that a Tianyuan-related lineage with a northern geographic distribution contributed 98% of the ancestry of Mongolian
Neolithic people and 90% to Upper Yellow River Neolithic farmers
(who mixed with an Onge-related branch speculatively from Tibetan
hunter-gatherers to form modern Tibetans). We infer that another
Tianyuan-related lineage with a more southern geographic distribution contributed 73% of the ancestry of a hunter-gatherer from the
Liangdao site on the southeast coast of China19 and 56% to Jomon
hunter-gatherers from Japan. Japan was occupied by humans before
and after the Ice Age and southern and northern Jomon were morphologically distinct20, which may relate to the admixture we detect there.
The northerly Tianyuan-related lineage also contributed to both West
Liao River farmers (67%) and Taiwan farmers (25%) with the rest of their
ancestry being related to Liangdao southern hunter-gatherers; the fact
that this northern Tianyuan-related lineage is different from (albeit
related to) the one that contributed Upper Yellow River farmers suggests that there was likely an expansion of northern farmers to Taiwan
unlinked to the expansion of Yellow River farmers.
The Onge-related lineage’s contributions are concentrated in coastal
groups: we estimate 100% in Andamanese, 44% in Jomon, and 20% in
ancient Taiwan farmers, consistent with the coastal route expansion
hypothesized based on Y chromosome haplogroup D-M174 seen in both
Andamanese and Japanese15. While Tibet is of course not coastal, the
relatively high inferred contribution of this lineage to ancient Tibetans
(24%) and the presence of D-M174 at ~50% in modern Tibetans cements
the link between this Y chromosome and Onge-related ancestry. We
hypothesize that Tibetan hunter-gatherers represent an early splitting
branch of this Late Pleistocene coastal expansion that spread inland
and occupied the high plateau.

Refining the Transeurasian Hypothesis

The farming-and-language-dispersal hypothesis21 suggests that
increasing population densities in and around centres of domestication was important in propelling movements of people that spread
languages, but in East Asia there has been limited data available for
testing this theory. We began by searching for genetic correlates of the
“Transeurasian hypothesis”22 which proposes a macrofamily including

Mongolic, Turkic, Tungusic, Koreanic, and Japonic based on reconstructed features including shared agricultural terms. The Transeurasian hypothesis proposes that languages of these families descend from
a proto-language associated with the expansion of early millet farmers
around the West Liao River in northeast China spreading west toward
Mongolia, north toward Siberia, and east toward Korea and Japan.
To obtain insight into possible genetic correlates of this language
spread, we began by studying our time transect in the Amur River
Basin23. From the ~5500 BCE early Neolithic individuals and ~5000
BCE Boisman individuals until the ~900 BCE Iron Age Yankovsky culture and 50-250 CE Xianbei culture, Amur River Basin individuals are
consistent with being a clade according to qpWave (Online Table 10).
This locally continuous population also contributed to later populations, as reflected in Y chromosomal haplogroup C2b-F1396 and
mitochondrial haplogroups D4 and C5 of Boisman, which are predominant in present-day Tungusic, Mongolic, and some Turkic-speakers,
and also in a Heishui Mohe culture individual at ~1100 CE who had an
estimated 43±15% Amur River Basin Neolithic ancestry (the remainder
well-modelled by Han Chinese as expected if there was immigration
from the south in historical times) (Online Table 10). This anciently
established Amur River Basin lineage was part of a cline of more
Jomon-relatedness in the east and most Mongolian Neolithic-related
ancestry in the west. We infer 77-94% Mongolian Neolithic-related
ancestry in Baikal hunter-gatherers5 (the remainder from Ancient North
Eurasians who are a deeply splitting West Eurasian-related lineage who
lived in the Baikal region in the Ice Age) (Online Table 11). We infer ~87%
in Amur River Basin hunter-gatherers such as Boisman (the remainder
Jomon-related). Native Americans share more alleles with Boisman
and the Mongolian Neolithic individuals than with the great majority
of other East Asians, suggesting that an early branch of this lineage,
reflecting the northern distribution of the Tianyuan-related branch in
Figure 2, was the source for the East Asian-related ancestry in Native
Americans (Online Table 12).
The Transeurasian Hypothesis is that the Mongolic, Turkic, Tungusic,
Koreanic, and Japonic protolanguages were spread by agriculturalists
from the West Liao River region who our analysis (Figure 2) shows were
a mixture of Upper Yellow River-related (~67%) and Liangdao-related
ancestry (~33%). Strikingly we observe that this characteristic mixture
of ancestries is absent in the Mongolian and Amur River Basin time
transects in our study (Figure 3), which is not what is expected for the
hypothesis that expansions of West Liao River farmers spread Mongolic
and Tungusic languages. In contrast, West Liao River farmer ancestry
did plausibly have an impact further east. For example, we can model
present-day Japanese as two-way mixtures of ~92% Bronze Age West
Liao River populations and ~8% Jomon, with negligible contribution
from Yellow River farmer-related sources as confirmed since Yellow
River farming groups are included in the outgroup set for this qpAdm
analysis and the models fit (Online Table 13 and Online Table 14). This
ancestry is consistent with having been transmitted through Korea,
as Japanese can be modeled as ~91% Korean and ~9% Jomon (Online
Table 13 and Online Table 14). None of our reported 6 Jomon individuals carries the derived allele at the EDARV370A variant in the human
Ectodysplasin receptor which affects hair, sweat, and mammary glands
(Online Table 15), which has been estimated to have arisen in mainland
China ~30,000 years ago24 and then swept to high frequency in nearly
all Holocene people from mainland East Asia and the Americas. The
fact that it is nearly absent in the Jomon highlights this population’s
genetic distinctiveness compared with mainland groups.

to languages in the coastal plain of China. The ‘northern origins hypothesis’ for the origin of these closely related languages suggests that
farmers cultivating foxtail millet in the Upper and Middle Yellow River
Basin expanded southwest toward the Tibetan Plateau and spread
present-day Tibeto-Burman languages, and east and south towards the
Central Plains and eastern coast amd spread Sinitic languages including the linguistic ancestor of Han Chinese27. The ‘southern origins
hypothesis’ suggests that the proto-language arose in the Tibetan-Yi
Corridor connecting the highlands to the lowlands and expanded in
the early Holocene28.
To shed light on Tibetan ancestry and its relationship to that in Sinitic
speakers, we grouped 17 present-day populations into three genetic
clusters (Extended Data Fig. 7): “Core Tibetans”; “northern Tibetans”
who are admixed between lineages related to Core Tibetans and West
Eurasians; and “Tibeto-Yi Corridor” populations who we estimate using
qpAdm3,16 have 30-70% ancestry related to Southeast Asians (Online
Table 16) and include not just Tibetan speakers but also Qiang and
Lolo-Burmese speakers. Ancient Yellow River farmers and present-day
Han and Qiang share the most drift with Core Tibetans (Online Table 17),
consistent with the hypothesis that Tibetans, Han and Qiang all harbor
ancestry from a population related to Neolithic Yellow River farmers.
We confirm large-scale admixture (minimum 22% but plausibly much
higher consistent with the 84% estimate in Figure 2) in Core Tibetans
through the decay of admixture linkage disequilibrium11. This provides
independent evidence that Core Tibetans and their genetically almost
indistinguishable relatives in ancient Nepal are unlikely to represent
continuous descendants of Tibetan hunter-gatherers. We estimate that
mixture occurred an average of ~290 BCE - 270 CE under models of a
single pulse of admixture (Online Table 18). Its start could plausibly
be as old as the ~1600 BCE date for the spread of agriculture onto the
Tibetan plateau.
Han Chinese are characterized by a north-south genetic cline29,30.
Upper and Middle Yellow River farmers and Tibetans share more
alleles with Han compared with the Southeast Asian Cluster, while
the Southeast Asian Cluster groups share more alleles with most Han
Chinese groups when compared with Yellow River farmers (Online
Table 19 and Online Table 20). Using qpWave3,31, we determined that
two sources are consistent with contributing all the ancestry of most
Han Chinese (Online Table 21), with an exception in northern Han for
whom we infer West Eurasian-related admixture of 2-4% (Online Table
7 and Online Table 8). We estimate this mixture occurred on average
32-45 generations ago overlapping the Tang (618-907 CE) and Song
(960-1279 BCE) dynasties from which there are historical records of
integration of Han Chinese and western ethnic groups. For all other
Han, we estimate 59-84% ancestry related to Upper and Middle Yellow
River farmers, and the remainder from a population related to the
ancient Liangdao hunter-gatherers, Speculatively this latter group
corresponds to rice farmers of the Yangtze River Basin, an inference
that gains strength from the fact that it comprises the primary ancestry
of many Austronesian speakers, Tai-Kadai speakers on Hainan Island
(Li, ~66%), Bronze Age Southeast Asians, and ~2/3 of the ancestry of
some Austroasiatic speakers32,33 (Online Table 22, Figure 3).
Our results support the ‘northern origins hypothesis’ for Sino-Tibetan,
since we detect a specific link between Sino-Tibetan speakers today and
Upper and Middle Yellow River farmers. Aa timing concident with the
archaeologically attested expansions of farming from this region is also
supported by the Y chromosome evidence of a shared haplogroup Oα-F5
between Han and Tibetans deriving from a single male ancestor ~3800
BCE34. The cline of increasing Liangdao-related ancestry in southern Han
today is plausibly due to expanding Han mixing with southern groups
as they spread into southern China as recorded in the historical literature35. However, this was not the first southward migration, as southern
Chinese are genetically closer to Late Neolithic Yellow River farmers than
to earlier Middle Neolithic ones36, and since we also observe about 25%
northern ancestry in ancient Taiwan farmers (Figure 2).
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Northern Origin of Sino-Tibetan
The Tibetan Plateau has been occupied by modern humans since
40,000-30,000 years ago25, but it is only since ~1600 BCE with the
advent of agriculture that there is evidence for permanent occupation26. Indigenous Tibetans also speak Sino-Tibetan languages linked
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Rice Farming Expansions Spread Languages
Previous ancient DNA analysis in Southeast Asia showed that the earliest farmers of Southeast Asia harboured about 2/3 ancestry from East
Asians plausibly related to southern Chinese agriculturalists, and about
1/3 ancestry from a deeply diverged hunter-gatherer lineage, a pattern
that is most strongly evident in Austroasiatic speakers suggesting an
association to that language spread32,33. By capitalizing on our time
series spanning about 2,000 years from ancient Taiwan we confirm that
this was part of a broader pattern. The ancient Taiwan individuals show
strong genetic links to modern Austronesian speakers, a connection
that is further supported by the fact that the dominant haplogroups
in these ancient individuals are Y lineage O3a2c2-N6 and maternal
mtDNA lineages E1a, B4a1a, F3b1, and F4b37,38 which are shared in modern Indigenous Taiwanese, and also present in Lapita culture individuals
from Vanuatu who were plausibly the vectors for the first spread of
Austronesian languages into the southwest Pacific39 (Online Table 12).
Ancient Taiwan groups and modern Indigenous Taiwanese speaking
Austronesian languages share significantly more alleles with Tai-Kadai
speakers in southern mainland China and in Hainan Island40,41 than with
other East Asians (Online Table 12), consistent with the hypothesis
that ancient populations related to present-day Tai-Kadai speakers
and descended more anciently from Yangtze River farmers (not yet
sampled in ancient DNA) spread agriculture to Taiwan around 3000
BCE4. A surprising finding is our observation that ancient North Chinese individuals are more closely related to ancient individuals of our
Taiwan time transect than to early Holocene hunter-gatherers on the
mainland side of the Straits of Taiwan (Online Table 23). This suggests
gene flow from Neolithic northern China into Taiwan, which we estimate
at ~25% if we model it as derived from one of the two source lineages of
Yellow River farmers (Figure 2). This ancestry does not fit as coming
from Yellow River farmers themselves, suggesting a north-to-south
migration not associated with expansions of these farmers. A speculative possibility is that this ancestry was carried by cultivators of foxtail
millet which was domesticated in the north by ~8000 BCE42, and which
in the south appears relatively early in the Taiwan Neolithic Tapenkeng
culture (~3000-2500 BCE).

simple two-way admixtures of Neolithic eastern Mongolians as one
source (65-100%) and the remainder from West Siberian Hunter Gatherers (Figure 3). The individuals that fit this model were not only from
Neolithic groups (0-5% West Siberian Hunter Gatherer), but also an
Early Bronze Age child from the Afanasievo Kurgak govi site (15%),
the Ulgii group (21-26%), the main grouping from the Middle Bronze
Age Munkhkhairkhan culture (31-36%), and in the Late Bronze Age
a combined group from the Center-West region (24-31%), and individuals of the Mongun Taiga type (35%). The fact that the Kurgak govi
child has no evidence of Yamnaya-related ancestry despite his clear
Afanasievo cultural association and chronology makes him the first
case of an individual buried with Afanasievo traditions who has no evidence of Yamnaya ancestry. The legacy of the Yamnaya-era spread into
Mongolia continued in two individuals from the Chemurchek culture
whose ancestry can be only modelled by using Yamnaya/Afanasievo
ancestry as a source (~33-51%, Online Table 25). This fits even when
ancient European farmers are included in the outgroups, providing
no evidence for the theory that long-distance movement of people
spread West European megalithic cultural traditions to people of the
Chemurchek culture44.
The one instance prior to 600 BCE in which our four source model
does not fit occurs also occurs in a Chemurchek individual (p=5.1x10-5
from qpAdm), but we can successfully model them with 15% additional
ancestry from populations related to the Turan region far to the south
(Figure 3). A parallel study45 models a Chemurchek-associated individual as a mixture of Turan and early Kazakhstan pastoralists from the
site of Botai, without any of the other three ancestries we detect in all
Chemurchek individuals in our study. Since our best-fit model passes
when Botai is in the reference set (p>0.84) (Online Table 25), the two
findings would imply an extremely complex origin for Chemurchek if
both were correct, with one migration stream carrying Botai-related
ancestry and one not carrying it.
Beginning in the Middle Bronze Age, there is no compelling evidence in the Mongolian time transect data for a persistence of the
Yamnaya-derived lineages that spread with Afanasievo. Instead the
Yamnaya-related ancestry can only be modelled as deriving from a later
spread related to people of the Middle to Late Bronze Age Sintashta
and Andronovo horizons who were themselves a mixture of ~2/3
Yamnaya-related and 1/3 European farmer-related ancestry4–6. The
Sintashta-related ancestry is detected in proportions of 0-57% in groups
from this time onward, with substantial proportions of Sintashta-related
ancestry only in western Mongolia (Figure 3, Online Table 25). For all
these groups, qpAdm ancestry models pass with Afanasievo in the outgroups while models with Afanasievo as the source and Sintashta in the
outgroups are all rejected (Figure 3, Online Table 25).
New ancestry began reaching Mongolia in large proportions beginning in the Late Bronze Age, with qpAdm models failing when using
Neolithic eastern Mongolians as a single East Asian source in some Late
Bronze Age individuals from Khovsgol, Ulaanzukh and Center-West
region, two Early Iron Age individual associated with Slab Grave culture,
and for Xiongnu, Xianbei and Mongols. However, when we include Han
Chinese as a source, we estimate ancestry proportions of 9-80% in these
individuals (Online Table 25). Turan-derived ancestry spread into the
region again by the 6th to 4th century BCE in multiple individuals in
the Iron Age Sagly culture. We find that alleles at two polymorphisms
(rs1426654 and rs16891982) associated with light skin pigmentation
and one (rs12913832) associated with blue eyes in Europeans occur
frequently in the Sagly samples, but the allele at rs4988235 associated
with lactose tolerance is nearly absent in all East Asians we analysed
(Online Table 15).
While the Yamnaya/Afanasievo-associated lineages are consistent
with having largely disappeared in Mongolia by the Middle to Late
Bronze Age, we confirm and strengthen previous ancient DNA analysis suggesting that the legacy of this expansion persisted in western
China into the time of the Iron Age Shirenzigou culture (410-190 BCE)46.
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Admixture of West and East Eurasians

Mongolia falls near the eastern extreme of the Eurasian Steppe, and
archaeological evidence shows that throughout the Holocene it was a
conduit for cultural exchanges between East and West Eurasia. For example the Afanasievo culture, an eastward extension of the Yamnaya steppe
pastoralist culture, brought the first dairying to the region43, and had
a cultural influence on subsequent phenomena such as Chemurchek.
Our Mongolian time transect overwhelmingly derives ancestry
from four sources 6000-600 BCE. The earliest-established—and the
only source that is primarily East Asian-associated—is represented
at essentially 100% frequency in the two East Mongolian Neolithic
hunter-gatherer individuals at 6000-5000 BCE which are some of
the earliest individuals in pour dataset (Figure 3, Online Table 24 and
Online Table 25). The second source appears earliest in seven Neolithic hunter-gatherers from northern Mongolia from 5700-5400 BCE
who can be modelled as having ~5% of ancestry related to previously
reported West Siberian Hunter-gatherers (WSHG)6 (Online Table 25).
The third source appears earliest in individuals from the Afanasievo
culture (~3100 BCE), which are genetically extremely similar to Yamnaya
steppe pastoralists consistent with the pattern in Afanasievo culture
individuals from Russia4,6. The fourth source appears by ~1400 BCE and
is well modelled as deriving from people with ancestry like the pastoralists of the Sintashta culture who derive from a mixture Yamnaya (~2/3)
and European farmers (~1/3).
To quantify the admixture history in Mongolia, we used qpAdm
(Online Table 25)3,16. Many eastern Mongolians can be modelled as
4 | Nature | www.nature.com

Considering many of the Shirenzigou individuals singly as well as three
of the five genetically homogeneous subclusters, the only parsimonious models derive all their West Eurasian-related ancestry from groups
related to Afanasievo, confirming that Afanasievo ancestry without
the characteristic European farmer-related mixture that appeared
later in Central Asia and Mongolia persisted in Xinjiang. For example,
for the two individuals with the most West Eurasian-related ancestry
(Xinjiang_EIA_Shirenzigou_1C) all fitting three-way models include
Russian Afanasievo (71-77%) (Figure 3, Online Table 25). Moreover, the
total ancestry from the two other West Eurasian-related groups that
can fit in small proportions in such models is always <9% (Online Table
25). In pre-state societies languages are thought to spread primarily
through movements of people47, and these results thus adds weight
to the theory that the Tocharian languages of the Tarim Basin spread
through the migration of Yamnaya descendants to the Altai Mountains
and Mongolia (in the guise of the Afanasievo culture), from whence
they spread further to Xinjiang4–6,46,48,49. These results are significant for
theories of Indo-European language diversification, as they increase the
evidence in favour of the hypothesis that the split of the second-oldest
branch in the Indo-European language tree occurred at the end of the
fourth millennium BCE46,48,49.
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Conclusion

This study marks significant progress in understanding East Asian
population history, and further insights will come once more ancient
DNA data are analyzed from pre-Ice Age East Asians and from Holocene
people living in southern China.
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Fig. 1 | Overview. (a) Locations, sample size (in brackets) and temporal distribution of newly reported ancient individuals, plotted using the “Google Map Layer”
from ArcGIS Online Basemaps (Map data ©2020 Google). (b) Plot of first and second Principal Components defined in an analysis of East Asians with minimal West
Eurasian-related mixture.
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Fig. 2 | Model of deep population relationships. We start with a skeleton tree
with one admixture event that when run on all SNPs fits the data for Denisova,
Mbuti, Onge, Tianyuan and Loschbour according to qpGraph. We grafted on
Mongolia East Neolithic, Upper Yellow River Late Neolithic farmers, Liangdao2,
Japan Jomon, Nepal Chokhopani, Taiwan Hanben, and West Liao River Late
Neolithic farmers, adding them consecutively to all possible edges and
retaining only graphs that provided no differences of |Z|<3 between fitted and
estimated statistics (maximum |Z|=2.95 here). We used MSMC and MSMC2

8 | Nature | www.nature.com

relative population split time estimates to constrain models. (a) We colour
lineages modelled as from the hypothesized coastal expansion (green),
interior southern expansion (red), or interior northern expansion (blue), and
populations according to ancestry proportions. Dashed lines represent
admixture (proportions marked). (b) Locations and dates of East Asians used in
model fitting, with colours indicating the majority ancestry source, are plotted
using the “Google Map Layer” from ArcGIS Online Basemaps (Map data ©2020
Google).
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Fig. 3 | Estimates of mixture proportions using qpAdm. (a) qpAdm modelling
of Yellow River farmer (blue) and Liangdao-related ancestry (orange) in
present-day East Asians, with numbers from Online Table 22, and plotted using
the “Google Map Layer” from ArcGIS Online Basemaps (Map data ©2020
Google). (b) Mongolians and Xinjiang. As sources we explored all possible
subsets of Mongolia_East_N, Afanasievo, WSHG, Sintashta_MLBA,
Turkmenistan_Gonur_BA_1, and Han Chinese, adding all groups to the
reference set when not used as sources, and identifying parsimonious models
(fewest numbers of sources) that fit at P>0.05 based on the Hotelling T2 test

implemented in qpAdm (Online Table 25). These P-values do not incorporate
any correction for multiple hypothesis testing. * indicates parsimonious
models that only pass at P>0.01. ** indicates cases where multiple equally
parsimonious models pass at P>0.05 so we can not determine whether the West
Eurasian-related source was Afanasievo, WSHG, or Sintashta_MLBA (we plot the
model with the largest p-value). Bars show ancestry proportions, and time
spans are unions of all samples. We do not visualize results from singleton
outliers.
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Methods
Ethics Statement
The modern sample collection was carried out in 2014 in strict accordance with the ethical research principles of The Ministry of Science
and Technology of the People’s Republic of China (Interim Measures
for the Administration of Human Genetic Resources, June 10, 1998). Our
sample collection and genotyping was further reviewed and approved
by the Ethics Committee of the School of Life Sciences, Fudan University (October 22, 2014). Study staff informed potential participants
about the goals of the project, and individuals who chose to participate
gave informed consent consistent with broad studies of population
history and human variation and public posting of anonymized data.
There were no rewards for participating and no negative consequences
for not participating; all participants signed or affixed a thumbprint to
the consent form reviewed by Fudan University. An important principle
of our study was to ensure that the research was underpinned not only
by individual informed consent, but also support from community
representatives sensitive to local perspectives, and thus we carried
out community consultation with minority group leaders or village
leaders as an integral part of the consent process. For each minority
group, community representatives affirmed community support for
the study through a signature or thumbprint on a form summarizing
the Community Consultation process (these forms were completed
between November 10 2014 and December 10 2014). Co-authors of the
manuscript who were culturally Indigenous and in some cases were
legally registered as members of minority groups specifically reviewed
the manuscript’s discussion of population history to increase sensitivity
to local perspectives. Specifically, co-author L.W. is a Tai-Kadai speaking
Zhuang person from Guangxi in southwest China; R.S. is from Nepal;
and L.K. and N. are based at the Tibet University for Nationalities, and
N. is an Indigenous Tibetan. We emphasize that Indigenous and community narratives co-exist with scientific ones and may or may not align
with them. Indigenous ancestry should not be confused with identity,
which is about self-perception and culture and cannot be defined by
genetics alone.
The ancient samples newly reported in this study were collected with
the permission of the custodians of the samples, who are the archaeologists or museums in each of the countries for which we analyzed the
data. We applied a case-by-case approach to obtaining permissions for
each set of samples depending on the local expectations as these vary
by region and cultural context. Every newly reported ancient sample in
this study has permission for analysis from custodians of the samples
who are co-authors and who affirm that ancient DNA analysis of these
samples is appropriate. For most samples, we prepared formal collaboration agreements to explicitly list the ancient DNA work being
performed by our team. In other instances, sample custodians who are
co-authors determined that generation and publication of ancient DNA
data was covered under their existing permissions for sample analysis,
and so new sampling agreements were not required. Going beyond
what was formally required, we also sought to make the presentation of
the scientific findings sensitive to local perspectives from the regions
from which the skeletons were excavated. For some regions for which
we obtained DNA such as the southern islands of Japan and the Russian
Far East sites we are not aware of modern communities with traditions
of biological or cultural connection to the ancient remains. For other
regions such as the Upper Yellow River Chinese or Mongolia the modern nation-states in which the ancient individuals lived are modern
inheritors of the cultural and genetic heritage of the ancient groups. In
Taiwan, in addition to obtaining formal permission for sampling from
government institutions, we sought to ensure that the presentation of
our results was sensitive to the perspectives of Indigenous Taiwanese
who plausibly descend thousands of years ago from groups related
to those from which we report data. The existence of at least sixteen
non-Han Chinese Indigenous groups in Taiwan makes it difficult to

connect particular sites to specific modern ethnic groups for prehistoric sites older than four hundred years, and it is rare for local communities to express connections with prehistoric sites. Nevertheless,
two co-authors with Indigenous Taiwanese ancestry or cultural affiliation to these groups specifically reviewed the discussion of the Taiwan
results to increase the sensitivity of our study to Indigenous group
perspectives. H.-Y.Y. who is co-first author of the study has ancestry
from the Paiwan Indigenous group. H.L. was the excavation leader
for the Bilhun Hanben site and is the local community leader for the
Ami group, whose present-day culture shows some similarities to the
material culture of the site.
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Ancient DNA laboratory work
All samples except those from Wuzhuangguoliang were prepared in
dedicated clean room facilities at Harvard Medical School, Boston,
USA and in some cases also the University of Vienna in Vienna, Austria.
Online Table 2 lists experimental settings for each sample and library
included in the dataset. Skeletal samples were surface cleaned and
drilled or sandblasted and milled to produce a fine powder for DNA
extraction50,51. We either followed the extraction protocol by Dabney
et al52 replacing the extender-MinElute-column assembly with the
columns from the Roche High Pure Viral Nucleic Acid Large Volume
Kit53 (manual extraction) or, for samples prepared later, used a DNA
extraction protocol based on silica beads instead of spin columns (and
Dabney buffer) to allow for automated DNA purification54 (robotic
extraction). We prepared individually barcoded double-stranded
libraries for most samples using a protocol that included a DNA repair
step with Uracil-DNA-glycosylase (UDG) to cut molecules at locations
containing ancient DNA damage that is inefficient at the terminal
positions of DNA molecules (Online Table 1, UDG: “half”)55, or, without
UDG pre-treatment (double stranded minus). For a few extracts, single
stranded DNA libraries56 were prepared with USER (NEB) addition in the
dephosphorylation step that results in inefficient uracil removal at the
5’end of the DNA molecules, and does not affect deamination rates at
the terminal 3’ end57. We performed target enrichment via hybridization with previously reported protocols8. We either enriched for the
mitochondrial genome and 1.2M SNPs in two separate experiments or
together in a single experiment. If split over two experiments, the first
enrichment was for sequences aligning to mitochondrial DNA55,58 with
some baits overlapping nuclear targets spiked in to screen libraries for
nuclear DNA content. The second enrichment was for a targeted set
of 1,237,207 SNPs that comprises a merge of two previously reported
sets of 394,577 SNPs (390k capture)3 and 842,630 SNPs7. We sequenced
the enriched libraries on an Illumina NextSeq500 instrument for 2x76
cycles (and both indices) or on Hiseq X10 instruments at the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard for 2x101 cycles. We also shotgun sequenced
each library for a few hundred thousand reads to assess the fraction
of human reads.
Extractions of the Wuzhuangguoliang samples were performed in
the clean room at Xi'an Jiaotong University and Xiamen University
following the protocol by Rohland and Hofreiter59. Each extract was
converted into double-stranded Illumina libraries following the manufacturer’s protocol (Fast Library Prep Kit, iGeneTech, Beijing, China).
Sample-specific indexing barcodes were added to both sides of the
fragments via amplification. Nuclear DNA capture was performed with
AIExome Enrichment Kit V1 (iGeneTech, Beijing, China) according to
the manufacturer’s protocol and sequenced on an Illumina NovaSeq
instrument with 150 base pair paired-end reads.
Bioinformatic processing
We de-multiplexed the data and assigned sequences to samples
based on the barcodes and/or indices, allowing up to one mismatch
per barcode or index. We trimmed adapters and restricted to fragments where the two reads overlapped by at least 15 nucleotides. We
merged sequences (allowing up to one mismatch) choosing bases in

the merged region based on highest quality in case of a conflict, using
either a modified version of Seqprep60 (if we were using bioinformatic
processing pipeline 1 as specified in Online Table 2), or custom software
(if were using bioinformatic processing pipeline 2; https://github.com/
DReichLab/ADNA-Tools). We aligned the merged sequences using bwa
(version 0.6.1 for pipeline 1 and version 0.7.15 for pipeline 2)61 to the
mitochondrial genome RSRS62 and to the human genome (GRCh37,
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000001405.13/). We
removed duplicates with the same orientation, start and stop positions,
and barcodes. We determined haplogroups using HaploGrep263. To
assess authenticity we estimated the rate of cytosine to thymine substitution in the final nucleotide, which is expected to be at least 3% at
cytosines in libraries prepared with a partial UDG treatment protocol
and at least 10% for untreated libraries (minus) and single stranded
libraries; all libraries we analyzed met this threshold. We also assessed
authenticity by using contamMix (version 1.0.9 for pipeline 1 and 1.0.12
for pipeline 2)8 to determine the fraction of mtDNA sequences in an
ancient sample that match the endogenous majority consensus more
closely than a comparison set of 311 worldwide present-day human
mtDNAs. For whole genome analysis, we randomly selected a single
sequence covering every SNP position of interest (“pseudo-haploid”
data) using custom software, only using nucleotides that were a minimum distance from the ends of the sequences to avoid deamination
artifacts (https://github.com/DReichLab/adna-workflow). The coverages and numbers of SNPs covered at least once on the autosomes
(chromosomes 1-22) are in Online Table 1 for a merge of data from all
libraries for each sample. Online Table 2 gives results by library.
To evaluate whether there was evidence that ancient DNA data processed using the same bioinformatic pipeline was artifactually biased to
appear similar to each other in f-statistic analysis, we computed statistics
of the form f4(Group1Pipeline1, Group1Pipeline2; Group2Pipeline1,
Group2Pipeline2) for all groups for which we had individuals in our main
analysis dataset processed by both pipelines (Mongolia_EIA_Sagly_4,
Mongolia_EIA_SlabGrave_1, Mongolia_LBA_CenterWest_4, Mongolia_
LBA_MongunTaiga_3, Russia_MN_Boisman, and Taiwan_Hanben). For all
15 possible pairwise comparisons, the Z-scores for deviation from zero
as computed based on a Block Jackknife standard error had magnitude
< |2.7|, which is not significant after correcting for the 15 tests we performed (P=0.11 after applying a Bonferroni correction) (Online Table 3).
While these analyses reduce concerns about systematic differences in
population genetic analysis driven by changes over time in the software
we used to carry out our bioinformatic processing steps, we caution
that there are other inhomogeneities in our ancient DNA dataset that
have the potential to affect inferences. Other sources of inhomogeneity include systematic differences in the chemical properties and
preservation conditions of DNA from different archaeological sites, (b)
differences in wet laboratory protocols including differences between
data from in-solution enrichment and direct shotgun sequencing,
and (c) differences in wet laboratory and bioinformatic processing
protocols across research groups that published the various datasets
co-analyzed in our study. The fact that we can obtain fitting models of
population history through admixture graph analysis (Figure 2) even
in the presence of these differences, and that the admixture graph
model also fits when restricting to transversion polymorphisms (Supplementary Information section 3), and finally that our f4-symmetry
tests reveal no significant differences between data generated for this
study using wet laboratory and bioinformatic protocols that changed
over time (Online Table 3), increases confidence that our inferences
are valid even in the presence of inhomogeneities.64

that do not show damage in the final nucleotides but that are short
(requiring a minimum of 30 bp, and increasing in 10 bp increments from
there up to 180bp). We considered data from an individual usable for
analysis if it consisted of a minimum 5000 SNPs, if the lower bound of
its ANGSD 95% confidence interval is <0.01, and if the upper bound of
its contamMix 95% confidence interval is >0.98. We choose the version
of each sample that has the most SNPs covered as long as it meets the
criteria above (Online Table 26).
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Customized damage restriction to address contamination in
Wuzhuangguoliang
We explored authenticity metrics for different filtering strategies for
the data from the Wuzhuangguoliang individuals: restricting only to
damaged sequences, and merging damaged sequences with sequences

Accelerator Mass Spectrometry Radiocarbon Dating
We generated 108 direct AMS (Accelerator Mass Spectrometry) radiocarbon (14C) dates; 70 at the Pennsylvania State University (PSUAMS),
32 through a collaboration of Pennsylvania State University (PSU-) and
the University of California Irvine (UCIAMS), and 6 at Poznan Radiocarbon Laboratory (Poz). The methods used at Poznan are published
elsewhere and here we summarize the methods used for the samples
measured at PSUAMS and UCIAMS. Bone collagen from petrous, phalanx, or tooth (dentine) samples was extracted and purified using a
modified Longin method with ultrafiltration (>30kDa gelatin)65. If bone
collagen was poorly preserved or contaminated we hydrolysed the collagen and purified the amino acids using solid phase extraction columns
(XAD amino acids)66. Prior to extraction we sequentially sonicated
all samples in ACS grade methanol, acetone, and dichloromethane
(30 minutes each) at room temperature to remove conservants or adhesives possibly used during curation. Extracted collagen or amino acid
preservation was evaluated using crude gelatin yields (% wt), %C, %N
and C/N ratios. Stable carbon and nitrogen isotopes were measured
on a Thermo DeltaPlus instrument with a Costech elemental analyser
at Yale University. C/N ratios between 3.06 and 3.45 indicate that all
radiocarbon dated samples are well preserved. All samples were combusted and graphitized at PSU and UCIAMS using methods described
elsewhere65. 14C measurements were made on a modified National Electronics Corporation 1.5SDH-1 compact accelerator mass spectrometer
at either the PSUAMS facility or the Keck-Carbon Cycle AMS Facility
at the University of California Irvine. All dates were calibrated using
the IntCal20 curve67 in OxCal v 4.4.268 and are presented in calibrated
calendar years BCE/CE .
Y chromosomal haplogroup analysis
We determined Y-haplogroups by examining the state of SNPs in ISOGG
version 15.56 (https://isogg.org/tree/index.html) (Supplementary
Information section 4).
X-chromosome contamination estimates
We performed an X-chromosomal contamination test for the male
individuals following an approach introduced in ref. 69 and implemented
in the ANGSD software9. We used the “MoM” (Methods of Moments)
estimates. The estimates for some males are not informative because
of the limited number of X-chromosomal SNPs covered by at least two
sequences (we only report results for individuals with at least 200 SNPs
covered at least twice).
Procedure for combining new Affymetrix Human Origins
genotyping data on modern individuals with previously
published data
We merged the newly generated data with previously published datasets genotyped on Affymetrix Human Origins arrays16, restricting to
present-day individuals with >95% genotyping completeness. We manually curated the data using ADMIXTURE12 and principal component
analysis as implemented in EIGENSOFT10 to identify individuals that
were outliers compared with others from their own populations in cases
in which a main cluster was identifiable. We removed seven present-day
individuals as outliers from subsequent analysis; the population IDs for
these individuals are prefixed by the string “Ignore_” in the dataset we
release (for analyses of ancient individuals, we do not remove outliers).

Article
Principal Components Analysis
We used the smartpca program of EIGENSOFT10, using default parameters and the lsqproject: YES and numoutlieriter: 0 options.

Inferring mixture proportions without an explicit phylogeny
We used qpAdm3,31 as implemented in ADMIXTOOLS16 to estimate mixture proportions for a Test population as a combination of N ‘reference’
populations by exploiting (but not explicitly modelling) shared genetic
drift with a set of ‘Outgroup’ populations. We compute standard errors
with a Block Jackknife and a P-value for fit using a single hypothesis
Hotelling T2 test.
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ADMIXTURE
We carried out ADMIXTURE analysis in unsupervised mode12 after
pruning for linkage disequilibrium in PLINK70 with parameters
--indep-pairwise 200 25 0.4 which retained 256,427 SNPs. We ran
ADMIXTURE with default 5-fold cross-validation (--cv=5), varying the
number of ancestral populations between K=2 and K=18 in 100 bootstraps with different random seeds.

Clustering of ancient individuals
We clustered ancient individuals based on chronology and archaeological association, and then further based on both qualitative
similarity (in PCA and ADMIXTURE and outgroup f3-statistics) and
quantitative homogeneity (based on f4-statistics, and qpAdm results).
In general, group names have the format “<Country>_<Additional
Geographic Detail If Any>_<Time Period>_<Cultural Association If
Any>_<Genetic Cluster>”. For the individuals in Mongolia and the
Xinjiang Iron Age Shirenzigou group, we carried out finer-clustering
by using qpWave to test for homogeneity; we use an alphabetical
suffix to designate the qpWave-based subcluster (e.g. Mongolia_
EBA_Chemurchek_2A).
f-statistics
We computed f-statistics using ADMIXTOOLS12 with default parameters, and standard errors using a block jackknife71. We use “outgroup-f3”
statistics of the form f3(African_outgroup; Test, Comparison) to measure
allele sharing between a Test population a Comparison panel. If we
detect a significantly negative value for an “admixture-f3” statistic of
the form f3(Test; Source1, Source2) we have evidence that a Test population is mixed between at least two ancestral populations differentially
related (perhaps anciently) to Source1 and Source2. If we detect a significantly non-zero value of a statistic of the form f4(A,B;C,D) we can
be confident that populations A and B (or C and D) are not consistent
with being descended from a homogeneous ancestral population
that split earlier in time from the ancestors of the other two groups.
A significantly positive value of an f4-statistic of the form f4(A,B;C,D)
implies an excess allele sharing between populations A and C or B
and D, while a negative value implies sharing between populations
B and C, or A and D.
FST computation
We estimated FST using smartpca program of EIGENSOFT10 with default
parameters and fstonly: YES and inbreed: YES. The populations and
groupings used in this analysis are shown in Online Table 9.

Admixture graph modelling
We modelled population relationships and admixture with qpGraph in
ADMIXTOOLS16 using Mbuti as an outgroup. We computed f2-, f3- and
f4- statistics measuring allele sharing of pairs, triples, and quadruples
of populations and reported the maximum |Z|-score between predicted
and observed values. We ranked models that passed according to
this metric based on relative likelihood (Supplementary Information
section 3).
Determining a minimum number of streams of ancestry
We used qpWave3,31 as implemented in ADMIXTOOLS16 to test if a set
of test populations is consistent with being related via N streams of
ancestry from a set of outgroup populations. In qpWave, a test for rank
N, implemented as a single hypothesis Hotelling T2 test, means that
we are evaluating whether the test populations are consistent with
descending from as few as N+1 sources of ancestry.

Weighted linkage disequilibrium (LD) analysis
LD decay was calculated using ALDER11 to infer admixture parameters
including dates and mixture proportions, with a standard error computed as a Block Jackknife over chromosomes.
MSMC and MCMC2
We used MSMC17 following the procedures in Mallick et al72 to infer
cross-coalescence rates and population sizes among Ami/Atayal,
Tibetan, and Ulchi. We also ran MCMC2 as described in Wang et al18.
Kinship analysis
We used READ software73 as well as a custom method65 to determine
genetic kinship between individual pairs.
Detecting runs of homozygosity (ROH)
We detect ROH in ancient DNA using the hapROH software as described
in ref. 74.
Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this paper.

Data availability

The aligned sequences are available through the European Nucleotide Archive under accession number PRJEB42781. The newly generated genotype data of 383 modern East Asian individuals have been
deposited in Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4058532).
The previously published data co-analyzed with our newly reported
data can be obtained as described in the original publications which
are all explicitly referenced in Online Table 4; a compiled dataset
that includes the merged genotypes used in this paper is available
as the Allen Ancient DNA Resource at https://reich.hms.harvard.
edu/allen-ancient-dna-resource-aadr-downloadable-genotypespresent-day-and-ancient-dna-data. Any other relevant data are available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Projection of ancient samples onto PCA dimensions 1 and 2 defined by East Asians, Europeans,
Siberians and Native Americans.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Principal Component Analysis (PCA). (A) PCA dimensions 1 and 2 defined by present-day East Asians, Europeans, Siberians and Native
Americans. (B) PCA dimensions 1 and 2 defined by present-day East Asian groups with the little West Eurasian mixture.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Neighbour-joining tree of present-day East Eurasians based on Fst distances using the Human Origin dataset. (a) The branch length is
shown in Fst distance, (b) Version where internal branches are all shown as having the same length for better visualization.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | ADMIXTURE plot at K=15 using the Human Origin
dataset. We grouped the populations roughly into six groups from A to F based
on geographic and genetic affinity. (A) populations mainly from Africa
(yellow), America (magenta), West Eurasia (dark green and light brown) and
Oceania (light magenta); (B) populations mainly from Mongolia (blue) and

Siberia (purple); (C) populations mainly from southern China and Southeast
Asia (light blue); (D) populations mainly from the Tibetan Plateau (olive) and
Neolithic Yellow River Basin (red); (E) mainly Han Chinese around China (light
blue and red); (F) populations mainly from the Amur River Basin (blue and red)
and northeast Asia.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Estimates of population split times. (A) Crosscoalescence rates for selected population pairs. We ran MSMC for four pairs of
populations: Tibetan-Ami, Tibetan-Atayal, Tibetan-Ulchi and Tibetan-Mixe. We
used one individuals from each population in this analysis. The modern
genomic data for those individuals are from the Simons Genome Diversity

Project. The times are calculated based on the mutation rate and generation
time specified on the x-axis. (B) Cross-coalescence rates for selected
population pairs. Same analysis as in Figure SI3-1, but using MSMC2 instead of
MSMC, and using two individuals per population except for the Tibetan-Atayal
pair, where we used only one.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Admixture graph model. (This is the same as Figure 2
except that we show the fitted genetic drifts on each lineage.) We used all
available sites in the 1240K dataset, restricting to transversions only to confirm
that the same model fit (Supplementary Information section 3). We started
with a skeleton tree that fits the data for Denisova, Mbuti, Onge, Tianyuan and
Luxembourg Loschbour and one admixture event. We grafted on Mongolia
East Neolithic, Upper Yellow River Late Neolithic farmers, Liangdao2, Japan
Jomon, Nepal Chokhopani, Taiwan Hanben, and West Liao River Late Neolithic
farmers in turn, adding them consecutively to all possible edges in the tree and
retaining only graph solutions that provided no differences of |Z|<3 between
fitted and estimated statistics (maximum |Z|=2.95 here). We used the MSMC

and MSMC2 relative population split time estimates to constrain models. Deep
splits are not well constrained due to minimal availability of Upper Paleolithic
East Asian data. (a) Locations and dates of the East Asian individuals used in
model fitting, with colours indicating whether the majority ancestry is from
the hypothesized coastal expansion (green), interior expansion south (red),
and interior expansion north. The map is based on the “Google Map Layer”
from ArcGIS Online Basemaps (Map data ©2020 Google). (b) In the model
visualization, we color lineages modelled as deriving entirely from one of these
expansions, and also color populations according to ancestry proportions.
Dashed lines represent admixture (proportions are marked), and we show the
amount of genetic drift on each lineage in units of FST x 1000.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Shared genetic drift among Tibetans, measured by f3
(X, Y; Mbuti). Lighter colors indicate more shared drift. Lahu groups with the
Southeast Asian Cluster probably due to substantial admixture. The Tibetan_

Yajiang are geographically in the Tibeto-Burman Corridor but group with Core
Tibetans, presumably reflecting less genetic admixture from people of the
Southeast Asian Cluster.

Extended Data Table 1 | Population information for newly genotyped present-day individuals
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Extended Data Table 2 | Kinship detected between pairs of individuals
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